A software vision for the Electron-Ion Collider
The Electron-Ion Collider (EIC)
Software initiatives:
• EIC Software Consortium (ESC)
• EIC User Group Software Working Group
(ESWG)

Markus Diefenthaler (ESC, ESWG)

Computing Challenges in Nuclear Physics
NP experiments driven by beam intensity, polarization,
exquisite control of background and systematics

multi-dimensional challenges

multiple channel challenges

example 3D imaging of quarks and gluons

example discovery search of gluon-based
exotic particles (PWA, 1000s of waves)

high statistics in five or more
dimensions and multiple particles
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strongly iterative analysis for reliable,
model-independent analysis
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Prologue
The first Electron-Ion Collider
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HERA: The first Electron-Ion Collider
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Deep-inelastic scattering (DIS) of electrons off protons
Ability to change Q2 changes the resolution
scale

Q2 = 400 GeV2
=> 1/Q = 0.01 fm

(Q2)
Ability to change x projects out different configurations where different dynamics dominate
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Parton distribution functions (PDF)
QCD analysis PDFs

process-dependent

universal
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Observable cross section → structure functions
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QCD at extremes: Parton saturation
Dramatic rise of gluon PDF

Parton splitting and recombination

•

rise of gluon PDF cannot go on forever as x
becomes smaller and smaller

• parton recombination must balance parton
splitting. i.e. parton saturation
•

In nuclei, the interaction probability enhanced by A⅓
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unobserved at HERA for a proton and expected at
extreme low x

Will nuclei saturate faster as color leaks out of nucleons?
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Polarized DIS measurements
Polarization

Novel QCD phenomena

3D imaging in space and momentum
longitudinal structure (PDF)
+ transverse position Information (GPDs)
+ transverse momentum information (TMDs)
order of a few hundred MeV
HSF Software Forum, November 21
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different flavors. There are some indications that the up-quarks are closer to
the center than the down-quarks. The above pictures are compatible with
existing data.

Transverse momentum information (TMDs)
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9Fig. 7

Polarization-averaged distributions, as in figs. 4 and 5, are cylindrically

Future nuclear physics facility
The Electron-Ion Collider Project
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Why an Electron-Ion Collider?
Interactions and structure are mixed up in nuclear matter Nuclear matter is made of quarks that are
bound by gluons that also bind themselves. Unlike with the more familiar atomic and molecular matter,
the interactions and structures are inextricably mixed up, and the observed properties of nucleons and
nuclei, such as mass & spin, emerge out of this complex system.

Gaining understanding of this dynamic matter is transformational Gaining detailed knowledge of this
astonishing dynamical system at the heart of our world will be transformational, perhaps in an even more
dramatic way than how the understanding of the atomic and molecular structure of matter led to new
frontiers, new sciences and new technologies.

The Electron Ion Collider is the right tool A new US-based facility, EIC, with a versatile range of beam
energies, polarizations, and species, as well as high luminosity, is required to precisely image the quarks
and gluons and their interactions, to explore the new QCD frontier of strong color fields in nuclei – to
understand how matter at its most fundamental level is made.
HSF Software Forum, November 21
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Realization of the science case
Brookhaven Lab
Long Island, NY

JLEIC

CEBAF

Jefferson Lab
Newport News, VA
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EIC science
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EIC: Ideal facility for studying QCD
include non-perturbative, perturbative, and transition regimes

Various beam energy
broad Q2 range for
• studying evolution to Q2 of ~1000 GeV2
• disentangling non-perturbative and
perturbative regimes
• overlap with existing experiments

overlap with existing measurements

High luminosity
high precision
• for various measurements
• in various configurations

HSF Software Forum, November 21
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EIC: ideal facility for studying QCD
Polarization
Understanding hadron structure cannot
be done without understanding spin:
• polarized electrons and
• polarized protons/light ions

Transverse and longitudinal
polarization of light ions (p, d, 3He)
•
•

3D imaging in space and momentum
spin-orbit correlations

HSF Software Forum, November 21
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The glue that binds us all
Facts

• QCD is the fundamental
theory that describes
structure and interactions in
nuclear matter.

•

The essential features of QCD (e.g.
asymptotic freedom, chiral symmetry
breaking, and color confinement) are
driven by gluons.

•

Unique aspect of QCD is the self
interaction of the gluons.

•

Half of the nucleon momentum is carried
by gluons.

•

Most of mass of the visible universe
emerges from gluons.

• Without gluons there are no
protons, no neutrons, and
no atomic nuclei.
HSF Software Forum, November 21

•

Most of the proton’s
mass/energy is due to the selfgenerating gluon field and the
quark-gluon interactions
dynamically breaking chiral
symmetry
•
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Higgs mechanism has no role
here.

Further reads

https://science.energy.gov/np/nsac/
HSF Software Forum, November 21

https://inspirehep.net/record/12063
24
18

http://sites.nationalacademies.o
rg/BPA/BPA_177106

Software initiative
EIC Software Consortium

HSF Software Forum, November 21
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EIC Software Consortium
ESC members
ANL, BNL, JLAB,
LUND, SLAC, INFN,
Trieste, W&M

ESC goals and focus
• continue work on common interfaces (e.g., geometry, file formats, tracking)
• explore new avenues of software development (e.g., artificial intelligence)
• reach out to the EIC community
• communicate present status of EIC software
• bring existing EIC software to the end users
• produce publicly available consensus-based documents on critical subjects
• provide vision for the future
HSF Software Forum, November 21
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Existing software frameworks
ANL
software

eRHIC

EicRoot

JLEIC

Fun4All

GEMC

ESC Review
•
•

EicRoot, Fun4All , GEMC, and the ANL software are actively maintained.
The analysis environments for the EIC will be chosen when the EIC collaborations
will form. Until then, we will examine the requirements for the EIC analysis
environment and work on the R&D aspects of the EIC analysis environment.

HSF Software Forum, November 21
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Common interfaces

Advice from ILC effort
• facilitate interoperability
• focus on exchange detector
designs and data
• get the event data model
right and keep it open
• pick a detector definition
which is exchangeable

Norman Graf (SLAC)
“It’s very difficult to herd cats keep physicists from re-inventing the wheel and writing new software packages.“

HSF Software Forum, November 21
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EIC Software Consortium
Computing Vision

HSF Software Forum, November 21
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Estimated rates at the EIC
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Signal and background rates at the EIC
L = 1034 cm-2 s-1 = 10 kHz/μb
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gure 49.9D16: Total and elastic cross sections for Λp, total cross section for Σ − p, and total
dronic cross sections for γd, γp, and γγ collisions as a function of laboratory beam momentum
data size / s ~ 100Gbit
Data size
d the total center-of-mass
energy. data size / event ~ 100kb
rresponding data files may be found at http://pdg.lbl.gov/xsect/contents.html
ourtesy of the COMPAS group, IHEP, Protvino, September 2013.)
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background estimator
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signal

The purpose of computing is insight, not numbers.
Richard Hamming (1962)

HSF Software Forum, November 21
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Computing trends and EIC Computing
Think out of the box
•
•
•

The way analysis is done has been largely shaped by kinds of computing that has been available.
Computing begins to grow in very different ways in the future, driven by very different forces than in the past (e.g.,
Exascale Computing Initiative).
This is an unique opportunity for NP to think about new possibilities and paradigms that can and should arise (e.g.,
online calibrations and analysis).

Future compatibility hardware and software
•
•

Exascale Computing Most powerful future computers will likely be very different from the kind of computers
currently used in NP.
This requires a modular design with structures robust against likely changes in computing environment so that
changes in underlying code can be handled without an entire overhaul of the structure.

User centered design for enhancing scientific productivity
•
•
•

Engage wider community of physicists, whose primary interest is not computing, in software design to
understand the user requirements first and foremost and
make design decisions largely based on user requirements.

EICUG Detector Discussion Meeting
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Future Trends in Nuclear Physics Computing

Donald Geesaman (ANL, former NSAC Chair) “It
will be joint progress of theory and experiment that
moves us forward, not in one side alone”

Martin Savage (INT) “The next decade will be looked
back upon as a truly astonishing period in NP and in
our understanding of fundamental aspects of nature.
This will be made possible by advances in scientific
computing and in how the NP community organizes
and collaborates, and how DOE and NSF supports
this, to take full advantage of these advances.”

HSF Software Forum, November 21
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Implications of Exascale Computing
Past efforts in lattice QCD in collaboration with industry have driven development of new computing paradigms that
benefit large scale computation. These capabilities underpin many important scientific challenges, e.g. studying climate
and heat transport over the Earth.

Exascale Computing
The EIC will be the facility in the era of high precision QCD and the first NP facility in the era of Exascale Computing.
d Beyond
This will affect the interplay of experiment, simulations, and theory profoundly and result in a new computing paradigm
that can be applied to other fields of science and industry.
Petascale-capable systems at the beamline
• unprecedented compute-detector integration, extending work at LHCb
• requires fundamentally new and different algorithms
• computing model with machine learning at the trigger level and a computedetector integration to deliver analysis-ready data from the DAQ system:
• responsive calibrations in real time
• real-time event reconstruction
• physics analysis in real time
A similar approach would allow accelerator operations to use real-time simulations
and artificial intelligence / machine learning over operational parameters to tune
the machine for performance.
HSF Software Forum, November 21
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Towards the next generation research model in Nuclear Physics
NP research model not changed for over 30 years
Science & Industry remarkable advances in computing & microelectronics

goal

rethink

HSF Software Forum, November 21

evolve & develop NP research model based on these advances

how measurements are compared to theory
• examine capabilities of event level analysis (ELA) taking the multidimensional challenges of NP fully into account
how experimental data are handled
• identify ways to speed up analysis in the context of ELA
how we read out detectors and assemble detector data
• investigate capabilities of streaming readout in view of ELA

29

Streaming readout

Detectors

Readout

Analysis data

Traditional triggered readout

Streaming readout

• data is digitized into buffers and a trigger,
per event, starts readout

• data is read continuously from all channels
• data then flows unimpeded in parallel
channels to storage or a local compute
resource

• parts of events are transported through the
DAQ to an event builder where they are
assembled into events

• event selection based on full detector
information

• event selection based on fast detectors
with coarse resolution

intended for future NP experiments

default at NP experiments

HSF Software Forum, November 21
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Streaming Readout and Real-Time Processing
Front End
data

Front-End
Front-End
Front-End

LHCb Example

JINST 8 (2013) P04022

Data Processor

Front End
data

Analysis
data

Data Processor

Front End
data

Features (among others)

Real-Time Processing

•
•
•
•

ideal for machine learning
automated calibration and alignment
partial or full event reconstruction
event selection and/or labeling into
analysis streams
• automated anomaly detection
• responsive detectors (conscious
experiment)

Simple feature-building,
e.g. in FPGAs, required
to reduce the data rate.*

1 TB/s
post zero
suppression

50 GB/s
1 MHz

Heavy use of machine learning:
V.Gligorov, MW, JINST 8 (2012) P02013.
Full
real-time
reconstruction for all
particles available to
select events.

Data buffered on
10 PB of disk.

0.7 GB/s (mix of full + partial events)

8 GB/s

Real-time reconstruction
for all charged particles
with pT > 0.5GeV.

Real-time calibration
& alignment.

*LHCb will move to a triggerless-readout system for LHC Run 3 (2021-2023), and process 5 TB/s
in real time on the CPU farm.
5
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• assembles the data into events
• outputs data suitable for final analysis
(Analysis data)

31

Software initiative
EIC User Group Software Working Group

HSF Software Forum, November 21
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EIC User Group
EIC User Group (http://www.eicug.org)
Currently 834 members from 177 institutions from 30 countries.

Physicists around the world are thinking about and are defining the EIC science program.
HSF Software Forum, November 21
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EICUG Working Groups
EICUG IR / Luminosity Working Group
• interface between accelerator / IR design and the
physics requirements
• proper implementation of the physics program is properly, in
particular for forward / backward detection
• Conveners
• Accelerator / IR: C. Montag (BNL), V. Morozov (JLab)
• Physics: C. Hyde (ODU), A, Kiselev (BNL)
EICUG Working Group on Polarimetry
• plan / develop the optimal methods and techniques for
measuring the electron and ion beam polarization with high
precision
• Conveners E.-C. Aschenauer (BNL), D. Gaskell (JLab)
EICUG Software Working Group (ESWG)
• simulations of physics processes and detector response to
enable quantitative assessment of measurement capabilities
and their physics impact
• Conveners D. Blyth (ANL), M. Diefenthaler (JLab)

HSF Software Forum, November 21
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Collaboration
From charge

• EIC Software Consortium collaborates with:
• Geant4 International Collaboration
Liaison: Makoto Asai (SLAC)
• MCnet Liaison: Stefan Prestel (LUND)

“The working group will build on the
considerable progress made within the EIC
Software Consortium (eRD20) and other
efforts.”

• Would like to collaborate with:
• HEP Software Foundation

HSF Software Forum, November 21
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Monte Carlo Initiative
From charge

• collaboration with MCnet

“The EICUG Software Working Group’s initial
focus will be on simulations of physics
processes and detector response to enable
quantitative assessment of measurement
capabilities and their physics impact. (...) It will
embody simulations of all processes that
make up the EIC science case as articulated in
the White-paper.”

• online catalogue of MCEGs
• EICUG documents:
•
MCEG requirements
•
MCEG event model
• MCEG R&D:
•
containers and tutorials for EIC MCEGs
•
library for QED radiative effects

HSF Software Forum, November 21
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Example MCEG container
Container for Pythia8+DIRE by Nadine Fischer (Pythia)

Jupyter notebook interface

HSF Software Forum, November 21
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Visualization of ep collision

MC Workshop
MCEGs for future ep and eA facilities
Satellite Workshop during POETIC 8, March 22-23 2018
Collaboration HEP - NP

Organizers
o Elke-Caroline Aschenauer (BNL; ESC)
o Markus Diefenthaler (Jlab; ESC)
o Simon Plätzer (University of Vienna; MCnet)
o Stefan Prestel (FNAL; ESC, MCnet)

Goals
o MCEG requirements for upcoming ep and eA measurements
o Roadmap for MCEG developments for upcoming ep and eA measurements
HSF Software Forum, November 21
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Not including older MCEG
ARIADNE
LEPTO, PEPSI, DJANGOH
RAPGAP

MC Workshop – Keynote presentations
Introduction
Perturbative Precision
Non-perturbative modelling
ˇ

Future ep/eA experiments

General Purpose

Event Generators

Matthew Wing (UCL / DESY)

Overview and Status

• Introduction
• Current ep and eA results
• Possible future colliders

Leif Lönnblad

- Electron-ion collider (EIC)

Department of Astronomy
and Theoretical Physics
Lund University

- Large hadron-electron collider (LHeC) and future circular collider hadron-electron
(FCC-he) collider
- Very high energy electron-proton (VHEeP) collider
- Issues
and needs for Monte Carlos
British
Museum

POETIC-8’ 2018-03-22

• Summary and outlook

POETIC-8, MCEG Workshop — 22-23 March 2018, University of Regensburg

Event Generators

1

Leif Lönnblad

Lund University

• MCEG not about tuning but about physics
• multi-leg NLO matching with parton showers
• ready to work on ep/eA
HSF Software Forum, November 21
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General-purpose MCEG
Herwig 7

[1]

ep in Pythia 8
Poetic-8 Satellite Workshop on Monte Carlo Event
Generators

[1]

Stefan Gieseke

[2]

[3]

Institut für Theoretische Physik
KIT

HERA data preservation | DIS data for MCEG
Ilkka Helenius
March 23rd, 2018

MCEGs for future ep and eA colliders
Regensburg, 22–23 Mar 2018

Fabian Klimpel1,2 , Frank Krauss3 , Andrii Verbytskyi1 (+SHERPA
team)

Tübingen University
Insititute for Theoretical Physics

POETIC, Regensburg, 19-23 März 2018

Stefan Gieseke · MCEGs for future ep and eA colliders · Regensburg · 22–23 Mar 2018

• DIS
• photoproduction
• hard diffractive photoproduction

HSF Software Forum, November 21
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• huge potential for DIS simulations
• first DIS implementation

40

1 / 33

• make DIS analysis available (RIVET)
• include DIS data in standard tunes
• Sherpa DIS comparisons

CASCADE

• unintegrated PDFs
• include TMD factorization and evolution

HSF Software Forum, November 21
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Understanding the hadronization process

String effects: PLB261 (1991)

(OPAL Collaboration)

LUND String Model for hadronization (1977 – now)
• simple but powerful phenomenological model
• no (promising) new hadronization models in last 40 years
• LDRD project at Jefferson Lab
• review
• connect with modern QCD, including TMD and3spin
effects
evidence
of stringinto
effects
Jets events: QQ̄ and gluon jets. Jets
are projected
a plane

flowjet
asymmetry
OPAL
Â: angle of a given particle relative toparticle
the quark
with theathighest
energy

String breakup

ÂA : angle between highest energetic
jetdrawing
and gluon jet
String
ÂC : angle between quark jets

Only events with ÂA = ÂC are kept
Particle flow asymmetry is observed æ evidence of string effects

HSF Software Forum, November 21
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MC Workshop – eA
γ*A

pA, AA

A Generator for
Diffractive Physics
in ep and eA

DIPSY and Angantyr: Towards eA exclusive final states

eA: interesting prospect

collaborate with
BeAGLE

Sartre

Christian Bierlich
bierlich@thep.lu.se
Lund University / University of Copenhagen

Mar 22, 2018
MCEG for eA Workshop

Thomas Ullrich (BNL/Yale)
MC Event Generator for Future ep
and eA Facilities
Regensburg, March 23, 2018
Christian Bierlich (Lund/NBI)

Merger of
•
•

•

•

•

Pythia6: hard interaction
Glauber + multinucleon
shadowing
PyQM: Optional
radiative jet quenching
DPMJET3-F
(DPMJET3+Fluka) –
nuclear response
Tuned to ZEUS forward
nucleons, FNAL E665
(FixTarg) slow neutrons,
+ HERMES

DIPSY and Angantyr

Mar 22, Regensburg

1

1 / 19

CGC + Pythia6

BeAGLE:

Lessons from MCEG at small-x for p+p/A,
A+A : sampling nuclei for EIC

Benchmark eA Generator for LEptoproduction

hard interaction + nuclear response

Prithwish Tribedy

Mark D. Baker*
MDBPADS Consulting
E.C. Aschenauer, J.H. Lee
Brookhaven National Laboratory

Monte Carlo Satellite workshop of the POETIC-8
March 22-23, 2018, University of Regensburg, Germany

L. Zheng
China Univ. Of Geosciences (Wuhan)
22 March 2018
* Contact: mdbaker@mdbpads.com (@bnl.gov, @jlab.org)

HSF Software Forum, November 21
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MC Workshop – MCEG R&D
• MCEG R&D requires easy access to data
• data := detailed description of analysis / measurement + published results
• HEP existing workflow for MCEG R&D using tools such as Rivet and Professor
• Workshop discussion
• What would be needed from HEP analysis tools to leverage them for NP as well?
• How could we make the HERA data available?

HSF Software Forum, November 21
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Radiative Effects and MCEG
Radiative effects
• change kinematics on an event by event basis:
• smearing of kinematic distributions
• change of virtual-photon direction:
• false asymmetries in the azimuthal
distribution of hadrons
• correction:
• unfolding procedure, requires MCEG
including radiative corrections / effects

ESC Radiative effects library
• Elke-Caroline Aschenauer, Andrea Bressan
• essential for high-precision measurements at the EIC
• collaboration with Hubert Spiesberger:
• start back from HERACLES part of Djangoh
• work on interface to PYTHIA6/8
HSF Software Forum, November 21
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Detector Simulation
From charge

• online catalogue of detector simulations

“The EICUG Software Working Group’s initial
focus will be on simulations of physics
processes and detector response to enable
quantitative assessment of measurement
capabilities and their physics impact. (...)”
adronic Physics in one slide
Primary
Energy

High

• Detector Simulation R&D:
• containers and tutorials for EIC detector
simulations
• coordinate input for Geant4 validation based on
EIC physics list maintained by SLAC Geant4
group:

Model

Fritiof

• energy range is different from LHC
Bertini

• validation, tuning and extension including
test beam studies

Low
Precompound
HSF Software Forum, November 21
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Community reference reconstruction
Modular reconstruction based on EIC tracking tools
(ANL, BNL, JLab)

From Charge “The EICUG Software Working Group’s
initial focus will be on simulations of physics processes
and detector response to enable quantitative
assessment of measurement capabilities and their
physics impact. This will be pursued in a manner that is
accessible, consistent, and reproducible to the EICUG as
a whole.

• for interoperability of lab software tools
• for comparing / validating EIC results
• for testing new algorithms

Detector
geometry

Reconstructed
hits

Event reconstruction toolkit

Magnetic field
maps
HSF Software Forum, November 21
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Reconstructed
events

Components of event reconstruction

Reconstruction
●
●
●

PID
●
●
●

Calorimeter clustering
Track reconstruction
Vertex reconstruction

Components
●

●

Lepton-hadron separation
Lepton identification
Hadron identification

Event kinematics
●

Kinematics calculation

HSF Software Forum, November 21
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implementation of an
algorithm
developed by various
scientists / groups

Benefits of community reference reconstruction
• R&D on detector concepts
• baseline reconstruction
• flexible reconstruction not optimized for / constrained by detector geometry
• R&D on detectors
• test environment for R&D on new components
• R&D for a community
• catalog of components
• comparison of components

HSF Software Forum, November 21
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eJANA: Prototype for community reference reconstruction

Detector
geometry (GDML)

Event Reconstruction Toolkit
●

Reconstructed
hits (ROOT)

Magnetic field
maps (ASCII)

HSF Software Forum, November 21

●
●

●

JANA as workflow tool
components := Jana plugins
first plugins:
○
ML track finding (ESC
summer project)
○
GenFit
documentation
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Reconstructed
events (ROOT)

Event Data Model
From charge

We plan to encourage and support the free
exchange of

“The EICUG Software Working Group’s initial
focus will be on simulations of physics
processes and detector response to enable
quantitative assessment of measurement
capabilities and their physics impact. This will
be pursued in a manner that is accessible,
consistent, and reproducible to the EICUG as a
whole.”

• MCEG data
• simulated/reconstructed data
• reconstruction software
with collaborative development of an event
data model at the EIC.
This model will be defined at several key
points in the simulation/reconstruction
process.

HSF Software Forum, November 21
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ProIO: Support of a collaborative data model
●

●
●

●

In contrast to using C++ classes to form a data
model, ProIO uses Google’s Protocol Buffers to
implement a language-independent data
model
This means that C++, Python, Java, Go, etc. are
all first-class.
Native Python code, e.g., can be `pip` installed
in seconds on any OS to enable full read/write
support of data (see py-proio)
ProIO supports multiple compression
algorithms, self description, and metadata

HSF Software Forum, November 21
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Markus Diefenthaler (ESC, ESWG)

Summary
EIC
•

extremely broad science program

•

strong interplay theory – experiment

Computing requirements
•

seamless data processing from DAQ and trigger system to
data analysis using artificial intelligence

•

integration of DAQ, analysis and theory

•

flexible, modular analysis ecosystem

EIC Software Consortium (ESC)
EIC UG Software Working Group (ESWG)

mdiefent@jlab.org

